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The issues...
 PROBLEM 1: Insufficient knowledge of impacts...
 ...of volcanic hazard impact and appropriate mitigation strategies

within responding organisations
 NEED: specialised, sector-specific impact, preparedness and
post-event response/recovery information for volcanic hazard
preparedness

 PROBLEM 2: Insufficient access to required information
 Which further exacerbates uncertainty for preparedness,

response and mitigation decision-making

 PROBLEM 3: Few agencies or groups have the required
integrated capability to provide this applied knowledge
 PROBLEM 4: Volcano disasters occur in complex multijurisdictional settings which required well-established pre-

existing networks between information providers and
responders
Paton et al. 1998. Organisational Response to a Volcanic Eruption.
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Problem 1:
Insufficient knowledge of Impacts and Mitigation Strategies
• Over the past 20 years our research group
(and collaborators) have aimed to
undertake a sustained and systematic
approach to volcanic impact assessment
- critical infrastructure: electricity, water
supplies, wastewater, land and air
transport, telecommunications
- ash cleanup and disposal
- primary industries, e.g. agriculture
- social impacts
- emergency management
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Reconnaissance Trips
1) How did impacts unfold in real situations,
 what were main problems,

 what was resilient/tolerant (equally important)
 what mitigation actions were effective,
 previous preparedness,
 lessons learned, adaptive behaviours, etc

2) Trips conducted at various time intervals afterwards
3) Trips range from small scale (1 person), to larger multi-

disciplinary teams

4) Emphasis on collaborating with local authorities,

scientists, and utility managers

5) Development of standardised impact assessment

procedures

Observations from areas following ash fall
(typically >10 mm)
 Volcanic ash falls are often regarded as exotic events
(mysterious) which are rarely planned for
 Health (most important!)
 What does ash do to me….to my children?
 What will ash do to water supplies?
 What impact will it have on food?

 Critical Infrastructure Services
 Aviation, electricity, transportation and water





supply disruptions are most common
Unexpected impacts. Can they be mitigated?
Hard to clean up.
Where can I dump it?
More time & $$ than expected

 Business Continuity
 Farming
 What will ash do to my animals and crops?
 How can I remediate the damage?
 How much Fluoride is in the ash?

SECTOR SPECIFIC STUDIES
Electrical networks
 Relate impact type to

hazard intensity
 How much ash fall?

 Identify performance

thresholds
Wilson et al. 2014

Iisd.ca

Evacuations

Anxiety of ash
contamination
of water
supplies

 Official evacuations used to

manage risk from flow
hazards close to the volcano
 Self-evacuation very common

in areas exposed to ash fall

Airborne ash =
anxiety of
respirable
hazard
Anxiety of ash
contamination
of food
supplies

Drivers of
evacuation
following ash
falls

(Fear of)
Roof
collapse

Critical
Infrastructure
disruption
(power, water,
etc.)

Loss of industry
(e.g. agriculture,
tourism, etc.)

Problem 2:
Insufficient access to required impact and mitigation information
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